BICYCLE STORAGE

- Exterior parking, not supervised
- Covered parking, not supervised
- Covered parking, supervised
LOCKERS

Lockers are located in almost all buildings on campus as temporary storage of belongings. They can be found on various floors, near reception desks, a lecture halls and/or near catering locations.

To use a locker, you should scan your campus card either at the locker (in older buildings) or at the terminal (in newer buildings). Another option for the latter is to use the Vecos Releezme App.

BICYCLE SHARING

There are nineteen bicycles for employees to loan, both for use on campus and for attending meetings in other parts of the city. They have been assigned spots at Atlas, Flux, Traverse, Vertigo, Helix and Gemini. To borrow a bicycle (free of charge) contact the reception of one of these buildings in advance or reserve via Facilitator. The key can be picked up at the relevant reception and must be returned the same day. The bicycles should be parked in the same place after use.

Furthermore, other bicycle sharing options open for everyone are also available on the campus.

BICYCLE REPAIR

The campus has six bicycle repair stands for minor repairs that people can carry on their own. They can be located on map 1.

LOCKERS

Lockers are located in almost all buildings on campus as temporary storage of belongings. They can be found on various floors, near reception desks, a lecture halls and/or near catering locations.

To use a locker, you should scan your campus card either at the locker (in older buildings) or at the terminal (in newer buildings). Another option for the latter is to use the Vecos Releezme App.

DRESSING AND SHOWER FACILITIES

To encourage cycling among employees, changing and shower facilities have been provided on campus. They can be found at the Student Sports Center (SSC) and the Atlas building.